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Engineering

N.B. Safety 
goggles 
should be 
worn at all 
times when 
using bolt 
cutters.

BOLT CUTTERS
These bolt cutters are very powerful and are 
made to withstand heavy use on a wide range 
of ferrous and non-ferrous metals. Suitable for 
cutting high-tensile steel bars, bolts, chain and 
metal sections. The jaws are easily adjustable 

Bolt Cutters 

CAPACITY
LENGTH MILD 

STEEL
HIGH 

TENSILE
Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAIBC14 355mm (14in) 6.4mm 4.8mm £48.23 £57.88
FAIBC18 460mm (18in) 9mm 6.5mm £87.61 £105.13
FAIBC24 610mm (24in) 10mm 8mm £109.19 £131.03
FAIBC30 760mm (30in) 12mm 10mm £139.67 £167.60
FAIBC36 910mm (36in) 14mm 11.5mm £181.59 £217.91
FAIBC42 1060mm (42in) 16mm 13mm £231.12 £277.34

Centre Cut
Suitable for cutting 
high-tensile (H/T) 
steel bars, bolts, 
chain and metal 
sections.

Clipper Cut
One side of the blade 
is flush and therefore 
ideal for the close 
cutting of protruding 
bolts or rusting material. 
Suitable for cutting low-
tensile steel.

CAPACITY
LENGTH MILD STEEL Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAIBC12CC 300mm (12in) 6mm £44.39 £53.27
FAIBC24CC 610mm (24in) 9mm £97.77 £117.32

CAPACITY
SIZE MILD STEEL Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAIBC12EC 300mm (12in) 6mm £48.77 £58.52
FAIBC24EC 610mm (24in) 9mm £111.11 £133.33

End Cut
Low-tensile cutters 
with a pincer movement 
and a close cut for a 
neat finish. They are 
very handy when access 
is restricted for sidec 
utting with clipper cutters.

Centre Cut Replacement Jaws
LENGTH Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAIBCJ18N 460mm (18in) £34.33 £41.20
FAIBCJ24N 610mm (24in) £38.08 £45.70
FAIBCJ30N 760mm (30in) £40.46 £48.55
FAIBCJ36N 910mm (36in) £72.35 £86.82
FAIBCJ42N 1060mm (42in) £104.11 £124.93

to allow for wear, or when cutting different 
shaped sections of metal. Fitted with soft-grip 
handles for user comfort. It is advisable to 
position the work piece as far back in the jaws 
as possible when cutting metal.
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